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GOOD PRACTICES BEFORE 
STARTING AN INDIVIDUAL 

EXTRACTION 



➤ Zoom

● Adjust the zoom to your preference for easier viewing

It is located in the right upper corner, next to the page 
numbers



➤ Images

● Check if images were loaded correctly

Toggle on the box for image in the ‘Display Control’ (at 
the right of the GGI - up arrow on next slide) and check if 
all images were detected (in other words, if they have a 
markup around them - down arrow on next slide) 



➤ Images

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F


➤ Fonts

● Edit font 

Click on any incorrect word and select ‘Edit Font’. If 
needed, make manually corrections in the list that 
appears, or choose between the available symbols

You can also edit all fonts in the document by going to 
‘Edit -> Edit Embedded Fonts’



➤ Fonts

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F


STEPS TO PERFORM AN 
INDIVIDUAL EXTRACTION 



➤ 1. Detect Document Structure

● Select ‘Tools -> Detect Document Structure’

It should automatically mark paragraphs, tables, page 
headers and numbers, headings, caption, figure and table 
citations, etc.

● You can see all the annotations in your ‘Display Control’

Toggle on/off the boxes for the annotations you want to 
show/hide in your document



https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F

➤ 1. Detect Document Structure

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F


➤ 2. Add Document Metadata

● Select ‘Tools -> Add Document Metadata’

You can add the manuscript DOI in the field ‘DOI 
Identifier’ and click on ‘Search’. Select the reference 
that appears and click on ‘OK’. This will export the 
information straight to the metadata

You also need to add the affiliations (and emails when 
provided) of each author. Click on ‘Edit Authors’ and 
copy and paste the information from the main text. 
After adding them, click on ‘Close’



➤ 2. Add Document Metadata



➤ 2. Add Document Metadata



● Alternatively, you can select the information needed in 
the main text and click on ‘Use in Metadata’, and then 
select the appropriate information from the list. 

Ultimately, you can fulfill manually anything that is 
missing

● Validate the changes before closing the metadata box

➤ 2. Add Document Metadata



➤ 2. Add Document Metadata



➤ 3. Parse Bibliography

● Select ‘Tools -> Parse Bibliography’

Choose the right type of manuscript (journal article, 
book chapter, etc.) 

Then, mark each part of the references with their 
respective definitions, and click on ‘OK & Next’ until the 
last bibliographic reference



Double click in the word you want to edit and then click with 
the right button of the mouse to open the edit options (to 
annotate or remove something)

➤ 3. Parse Bibliography

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F


➤ 4. Mark Bibliographic Citations

● After bibliography is parsed, select ‘Tools -> Mark 
Bibliographic Citations’

Link each bibliography with its respective excerpt in the 
main text

P.S: The bibliography needs to be already parsed so that this 
tool works



https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F

➤ 4. Mark Bibliographic Citations

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F


➤ 5. Mark Taxon Names

● Select ‘Tools -> Mark Taxon Names’

It should automatically detect all taxon names present in 
the document. 

● You can list all taxon names by clicking on ‘Tools -> Select 
Taxon Names’

If a name was erroneously marked, you can select it and 
click on ‘Remove’. Do not click on ‘Delete’ because this 
would delete the word from the document, not only 
remove the annotation



PS:

● authority = all the authors in a taxonomicName

● authorityName = the author of the valid combination (it 
can be the original one)

● baseAuthorityName = the author of the basionym, when 
a posterior new combination is the valid name

➤ 5. Mark Taxon Names



https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F

➤ 5. Mark Taxon Names

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F


➤ 6. Mark Taxonomic Keys

● Select ‘Tools -> Mark Taxonomic Keys’

● If you need to mark a key manually, just select the whole 
key (without its introduction or title) and create a new 
annotation by typing ‘key’

Notice that, in both cases, two additional annotations 
will be created:

- keyLead: one of the leading instructions, alone
- keyStep: two or more leads that make up a single step (1 

and 1’ or 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, for example)



https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F

➤ 6. Mark Taxonomic Keys

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F


➤ 7. Mark Treatments

● Select ‘Tools -> Mark Treatments’

In the dialog, click on the dropdown lists and address the 
beginning of each document section to their related 
excerpts of the main text

P.S: Here you will show to GGI which parts of the document 
are related to treatments and which ones are not. All those 
that are not treatments will be annotated as ‘subSection’. 
The treatments will receive the annotation ‘treatment’



https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F

➤ 7. Mark Treatments

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F


● Select ‘Tools -> Treatment Structure’

Assign the sections of each treatment (=subSubSection) 
by choosing them on the dropdown lists

P.S. The sections of the treatment will be annotated as 
‘subSubSection’ only. Note that they do not have annotation 
of ‘subSection’.
Recheck the subSubSections each time you reopen the 
treatment structure, because GGI may not save the changes 
you made

➤ 8. Treatment Structure



https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F

➤ 8. Treatment Structure

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F


https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F

There is no                              outside treatments

There is no                              inside treatmentsImportant to check!

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F


➤ 9. Mark Treatment Citations

● Select ‘Tools -> Cleanup & Repair -> Mark Treatment 
Citations

treatmentCitation = each citation of a treatment in 
another manuscript regarding a ‘taxonomicName’ in 
the list of synonyms 

treatmentCitationGroup = all treatment citations 
related to the same ‘taxonomicName’



https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/FFF6FF828538FFD6D656CD34FFC4D637

➤ 9. Mark Treatment Citations

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/FFF6FF828538FFD6D656CD34FFC4D637


➤ 10. Mark Materials Citations

● Select ‘Tools -> Mark Materials Citations’

Follow the instructions in ‘What to do in this dialog?’

These responses will aid the program to detect and 
markup annotations more precisely 

When you are asked to mark countries and regions, make 
sure that it is really a material citation, not other 
treatment section (as description, diagnosis, etc.). If it is 
another section, click on ‘Exclude’



https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F

➤ 10. Mark Materials Citations

In dialogs like this one, check the boxes ONLY when it is 
highlighting in bold a collection code. Uncheck those that 
are not
P.S: In this case, “DVH” and “MLS” are abbreviations of 
collectors names

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F


https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F

➤ 10. Mark Materials Citations

In dialogs like this one, mark collecting countries and regions 
(states or provinces, only). Remove annotation from those 
that are not of these two types by clicking on them with the 
right button of the mouse and selecting ‘Remove … 
annotation’. Then, click ‘OK’

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F


https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F

➤ 10. Mark Materials Citations

Make sure that it is really concerning a material citation, not 
other treatment section (as description, diagnosis, etc.). If it 
is showing another section, click on ‘Exclude’

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F


➤ 10. Mark Materials Citations

In dialogs like this one, 
make sure that all 
materials citations are 
annotated individually

Split or merge the 
materials to fix their 
boundaries

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/FFF6FF828538FFD6D656CD34FFC4D637

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/FFF6FF828538FFD6D656CD34FFC4D637


➤ 11. Parse Materials Citations

● Select ‘Tools -> Parse Materials Citations’

You need to mark each part of the materials citations 
with their respective definitions, in a similar way to that 
of ‘Parse Bibliography’



Double click in the word you want to edit and then click with 
the right button of the mouse to open the edit options (to 
annotate or remove something). Then, click on ‘OK & Next’ 
until the last material citation

➤ 11. Parse Materials Citations



➤ 12. Select Zenodo License

● Select ‘Edit -> Select Zenodo License’

For open access papers (after December 2000), you need 
to search in the journal website which license is used

P.S: Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International is the 
standard and largely used license (also known as CC BY 4.0) 

Choose the license from the provided list in ‘License for 
Source PDF’. If there are specific licenses for figures or 
treatments, please also inform here (but this is not usual)



➤ 12. Select Zenodo License

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F

https://tb.plazi.org/GgServer/summary/D51BB22BFF9BFF9CF12F8517FE69AE2F
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